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Fund Based Facilities

200

[ICRA]AA+(stable) outlook (Reaffirmed)

Non-Fund Based Facilities

1000

[ICRA]A1+ (Reaffirmed)

Fixed Deposit Programme

800

MAAA(stable) outlook (Reaffirmed)

Fixed Deposit Programme

700

MAAA(stable) outlook (Assigned)

ICRA has reaffirmed the rating assigned to the Rs. 200 crore fund based limits of Titan Company Limited
(Titan) at [ICRA]AA+ (pronounced as ICRA double A plus) and also reaffirmed the [ICRA]A1+ (pronounced as
ICRA A one plus) rating assigned to the Rs. 1000 crore non fund based limits of Titan. The rating of MAAA
(pronounced as M triple A) assigned to the Rs. 800 crore fixed deposit programme of Titan has also been
reaffirmed. ICRA has also assigned the rating of MAAA (pronounced as M triple A) assigned to the Rs. 700
crore additional fixed deposit programme of the company. The outlook on the long and medium term ratings is
stable.
The rating reaffirmation continues to factor in Titan’s leadership in the organised watches and jewellery
segments drawing on the high quality of its products, the wide product range catering to various styles and
price points and the extensive distribution and service network. Titan’s strong parentage and the high financial
flexibility arising from the high profitability, healthy cash generation and low debt levels are other factors that
support the rating. Titan however faces growth pressures in the watches division given the increasing
competitive intensity, the presence of mobile phones as time-keeping devices and the continued weak
consumer sentiment. The overall growth in revenues and earnings during FY2016 was impacted by the
reduced sales in the jewellery segment from Q4 of FY2016 as consumer sentiment was impacted by the
introduction of PAN card disclosure norms for sales more than Rs 2 lakh and imposition of excise duty.
Moreover there has been relatively lower subscription and sales from the new jewellery saving scheme floated
in FY2015 in compliance with regulatory requirements of Companies Act 2013. ICRA also notes that the total
amount of deposits raised under the new scheme was capped at 25% of Titan’s net worth, due to which sales
from such schemes have been much lower than in previous years ; this limit has recently been enhanced to
35%, which is a positive development for Titan. Further, the steady increase in gold prices in the current fiscal
have negatively impacted consumer sentiment. In the absence of any near term trigger for gold price decline,
demand is expected to remain muted for the rest of the fiscal despite the expected pick up in volumes in the
second half of FY2017 aided by marriage and festive seasons. The ratings continue to factor in the high
competition in the domestic jewellery retail space with all major players expanding across markets (which could
limit growth potential and restrict margin expansion). However, ICRA draws comfort from the large size of the
jewellery industry in India and Titan’s low level of penetration which, combined with the brand strengths,
translate into strong long-term growth prospects. The ratings also continue to be constrained by the cyclicality
of demand for Titan’s products, the vulnerability of jewellery demand to gold price fluctuations and the working
capital intensive nature of its operations. Nevertheless, Titan’s financial profile is expected to continue to
remain consistent with the rated category.
Company Profile
Titan Company Limited, formerly Titan Industries Limited, was incorporated in 1984 as a joint venture between
the Tata Group and Tamil Nadu Industrial Development Corporation Limited (TIDCO). Tata Group and TIDCO
currently hold 25.17% and 27.88% respectively in Titan with the rest held by institutional investors and the
public. Titan is a market leader in the domestic wristwatches (with brands such as ‘Titan’, ‘Sonata’ ‘Fastrack’
and ‘Xylys’) and domestic branded jewellery markets (‘Tanishq’ ‘Zoya’ and ‘Gold Plus’ brands). In FY2016,
Titan’s jewellery division contributed 77% of its revenues; sales of watches contributed to 17% with the balance
coming from sale of precision engineering components and eye-wear.

Recent Results
In FY2016, Titan has reported profit after taxes (PAT) of Rs. 706 crore on net sales of Rs. 11,265 crore as
against PAT of Rs. 823 crore on net sales of Rs. 11,903 crore for the previous year. In Q1 of financial year
FY2017 the company has reported PAT of Rs. 127 crore on net sales of Rs. 2799 crore.
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